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Abstract
New rates of convergence in the multidimensional functional CLT are given by means of the
Prokhorov’s distance between a brownian motion and a continuous time martingale, with no
further assumption than square integrability. The results are completely and simply expressed
with distances of predictable characteristics which naturally occur in various statements of CLT
for martingales. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. General framework
The topic of estimating rates of convergence in the functional central limit theorem
(FCLT) for martingales has been studied for a long time, but optimal results were
found only in particular cases. The known estimates get rougher (and the proofs much
longer) as soon as the framework becomes more general in three directions, i.e. when
studying continuous time case, when the stochastic dependence increases and when
considering multidimensional processes.
The purpose of this paper is to consider a continuous time martingale M and a
brownian motion B and to give estimates of the Prokhorov’s distance (L (M);L (B))
between the laws of these two processes. For the sake of simplicity, we write (M;B)
instead of (L (M);L (B)) (see the next section for denitions).
The usual technique relies on the construction of two processes eM and eB on a same
probability space such that eM and M on one side, eB and B on the other side, have the
same laws, and are as close as possible in probability in a certain sense. The Strassen{
Dudley’s theorem will then give us the desired estimate. When using Borel{Cantelli’s
lemma instead of the previous theorem, similar techniques furnish analogous rates of
convergence in the Almost Sure CLT, so that we can summarize here below previous
results in both situations FCLT and ASCLT.
Optimal results are known in the particular case of sums of independent centered r.v.
k ; k 2 N. Under conditions on exponential moments, the martingales M (n) dened
by M (n)t = (1=
p
n)
P
16k6bntc k (where bntc is the integer part of nt) and a brownian
motion B with a convenient variance verify (M (n); B)=O(n−1=2 log n) (Komlos et al.,
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1975, 1976) for the i.i.d. case and Sakhanenko (1985) for the general situation). Under
the only condition of moments of order p, p> 2, denoting Lp;n =
P
16k6n E[jk jp]
the Lyapunov’s ratio of M (n), we have also in Sakhanenko (1985): (M (n); B) =
O(L1=(p+1)p;n ), optimal result since it is well known (see Sakhanenko, 1980 or 1984,
Theorem 1) that one cannot expect better rates than L1=(p+1)p;n .
In the multidimensional case, Zaitsev introduced appropriate classes of laws for
which analogous rates are reached as soon as the covariance matrix is regular enough
(see Zaitsev (1998a, b) and literature therein for detailed results). All these results use
the dyadic scheme technique with many technical renements.
Unfortunately, this technique seems not to be relevant in the general martingale case
where the results are quite unsatisfactory. The situation is actually dierent since it is
known that one can construct martingales converging to a brownian motion at any
arbitrarily low rate (Hall and Heyde (1980) or Courbot (2000)).
For general discrete time martingales M (n) = (
Pj=k
j=1 j)k6n, Hall and Heyde (1980)
considered a continuous process ~M
(n)
by polygonalization at random points (hM (n)ik ;Pj=k
j=1 j) where hM (n)i =
P
16k6: E[2k jFk−1]. In terms of Prokhorov’s distance, they
obtained rates which do not exceed an O(n−1=5), once applied to the case of a i.i.d.
sum of centered r.v. with p-moments (see Haeusler, 1986). These rates were somewhat
improved by Haeusler (1984) but under more stringent dependence conditions.
In the continuous-time framework, the works of Coquet et al. (1994) who developed
a technique initiated by Kubilius (1985), were recently improved by Courbot (1998,
1999). With the aim of allowing comparisons between uni and multidimensional sit-
uations, we get this result somewhat precisely. M is a square integrable martingale
dened on [0; T ], with  the predictable compensator of its jump measure; e and 2
for a > 0 denote, respectively, the Ky Fan’s distances (see Section 2.2 for a def-
inition) between the quadratic predictable variations hM i and hBi on one side, and
between
R :
0
R
jxj> x
2(ds; dx) and 0 on the other side. We have in the most general
situation
(M;B) = O
 
e21=3 + e1=2jlog ej3=4
!
; (1.1)
where e is optimized by taking the inmum of f> 0: jlog j1=2> 2152 _ 115eg.
In the i.i.d. case for r.v. with p-moments, the so-obtained rates are in
O(L1=(2p)p;n jlog Lp;nj3=4). The previous proofs in the martingale situation all rely on vari-
ous versions of the Skorokhod’s embedding scheme, so that we know a priori that we
could not expect better rates than O(n−1=4) in the i.i.d. case. However, examples of
martingales in Courbot (to appear) show that the estimate (1.1), although it leads to
O(n−1=4 log3=4 n) for i.i.d. bounded r.v., is unimprovable up to a logarithmic factor.
A dierent technique was used by Eberlein and Romersperger (1996) to give es-
timates of the distance between some particular real semimartingales and P.I.I. The
core of the problem relies on the estimation of the martingale part and the results,
given under a not totally explicit form, are far from optimality since they lead to an
O(n−(p−2)=(24p−30)) in the i.i.d. case for r.v. with p-moments. However, contrarily to
the embedding scheme, the key theorem of their method can be used in a multidimen-
sional situation.
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The case of discrete time Rd-valued martingales (and in the more general case of
Hilbert spaces) was studied by Morrow and Philipp (1982). Under rather stringent
conditions, somewhat relaxed afterwards by Monrad and Philipp (1991), the obtained
rates in the i.i.d. case are not better than the order n−(1=50d).
In a continuous time multidimensional situation, let us also mention the paper of
Jacod and Mano (1988) where they studied the distance between a semimartingale
and a semimartingale with independent increments by using a characteristic functions
technique. When considering the real i.i.d. case, their results, very general, lead to slow
rates, e.g. O(n−(1=416)) for real r.v. with 3-moments.
This paper will deal with the general case of Rd-valued continuous time martingales;
it is divided into ve parts. After this section devoted to a global view of the situation,
the following one will give some denitions and necessary lemmas whereas Section 3
presents the criteria used for estimating the rates. The new estimates of the Prokhorov’s
distance are established in Section 4. The last section consists of some remarks and
comparisons.
We insist on the fact that the rates established below are expressed in an explicit form
where only distances between predictable characteristics intervene (quadratic variations
and integrals of the big jumps), characteristics which occur in the statements of FCLT’s,
with no further assumption than square integrability. Various rates can, therefore, be
computed in particular cases only by estimating these distances.
2. Denitions and notations
2.1. General notations
We consider processes dened on a ltered space (
;F ;F;P) where F= (Ft)06t6T
is a complete right continuous ltration (for all details about the notations, see Jacod
and Shiryaev (1987) or Liptser and Shiryaev (1986) for instance). For a d>1, the
Skorokhod’s space of right continuous with left limits functions on [0; T ] for a xed
T > 0, taking values in Rd, will be denoted DdT ; we write DT for D1T .
The spaces DdT (DT ) are endowed with Skorokhod’s metric d (), for which they
are Polish. For x 2 DdT , kxkT is the supremum norm sup06t6T jxt j.
For two processes X; Y taking values in DdT , the Prokhorov’s distance of the laws
P =L(X ) and Q =L(Y ) is dened by
(X; Y ) =(P;Q) = inf

> 0: sup
B2B
fP(B)− Q(B)g6

;
where B is the set of the borelian sets of DdT and B the open -neighborhood of
B (see Dudley (1989) for instance). We also consider the \generalized" Prokhorov’s
distance dened for each > 0 by
(; P; Q) = inf

> 0: sup
B2B
fP(B)− Q(B)g6

(2.1)
for which we clearly have: (P;Q) = inff> 0: (; P; Q)6g.
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We will also intensively use the Ky Fan’s distance of two processes (Dudley (1989)
or Zolotarev (1984)) dened for X; Y 2 DdT by
K(X; Y ) = inff> 0: P[d(X; Y )>]6g: (2.2)
This distance metricizes the convergence in probability. Prokhorov’s and Ky Fan’s
distances are linked by the Strassen{Dudley’s theorem: (X; Y ) is the inmum of the
Ky Fan’s distances of the processes dened on the same probability space and having
the same laws than X and Y , provided we deal with separable spaces, which is the
case for (DdT ; d). This means that, for every > 0, one can nd two processes eX andeY verifying L(eX ) =L(X ), L(eY ) =L(Y ) and (X; Y )6K(eX ; eY )6(X; Y ) + .
We will call uniform Ky Fan’s distance of two processes X; Y 2 DdT the real
KU (X; Y ) = inff> 0: P[kX − YkT > ]6g:
Since the Skorokhod’s distance is smaller than the uniform norm, the following
inequality is valid:
K(X; Y )6KU (X; Y ); (2.3)
so that our estimates will follow from (X; Y )6K(eX ; eY )6KU (eX ; eY ) for appropriate
versions eX ; eY of X; Y .
The scalar product of two vectors u; v 2 Rd is denoted u  v. For u; v 2 Rd and a
matrix A, we write u  A  v=Pi; j uiAijvj, Tr(A) =P16j6d Ajj. The norm jAj of A is
the euclidean norm:0@ X
16i; j6d
(Aij)2
1A1=2
and the unit matrix is denoted I.
If M is a martingale, we denote M c its continuous martingale part, Mt=Mt −Mt−
its jump at time t and  its jump measure.  will be a \good" version of the predictable
compensator of , i.e. a version such that (ftgRd)61 for all (!; t) 2 
[0; T ] (see
Jacod and Shiryaev (1987, Proposition II.1:17) for instance). For the sake of brevity,
we write f(x; :)?t instead of
R t
0
R
Rd f(x; s)(ds; dx) and use analogous notations for
 or ( − ) so that M can be written as
M =M c + x ? ( − ):
For two square integrable martingales M and N , [M;N ] (resp. hM;N i) represents
their quadratic optional (resp. predictable) covariation. In the d-dimensional case, [X ]
and hX i are the Rdd-valued processes: ([X i; X j])16i; j6d and (hX i; X ji)16i; j6d.
Moreover, the process hM ci will be denoted C.
Let us notice that for any d-dimensional martingale N , we have
d−1=2jTrhN ij6jhN ij6d1=2jTrhN ij; (2.4)
the left side inequality is true for any matrix A, and the right side one is true for any
symmetric nonnegative matrix A.
If M is a martingale and H is predictable and locally bounded, the stochastic integralR 
0 Hs dMs is denoted H  M . The stochastic exponential (or Doleans exponential) of
M is denoted by E(M) so that E(M) = exp (M − 12C)
Q
06s6(1 + Ms)e
−Ms .
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The set of martingales such that jxjp? is integrable for some p>2 is denoted Mp.
2.2. Some useful lemmas
The following exponential inequality for real continuous time martingales will be
useful for our estimations and is interesting by itself (see Courbot (1998, 1999)):
Lemma 1. For all t; a; b; x> 0; we have
P[kMkt>x]62 exp

−	

b2
a2
;
x
a

+ 2P[hM it > b2] + P[kMkt > a];
where 	 is dened for x; y> 0 by 	(x; y) = (x + y)log(y=x + 1)− y.
Let us note that this inequality generalizes inequalities of the Fuk{Nagaev’s type for
sums of independent r.v. without any loss of accuracy (compare with Fuk and Nagaev,
1971).
We will also need the following lemma about characteristic functions of a martingale,
based on rather classical arguments in Eberlein and Romersperger (1996) and Jacod
and Mano (1988).
Lemma 2. Let (Mt)06t6T be a (Gt)-martingale vanishing at 0; with jumps bounded
by 2;  is a good version of the predictable compensator of its jump measure.
Consider a continuous mapping  : t 7!  t from [0; T ] into the set of denite positive
symmetric matrices satisfying  0 = 0. For each positive real r such that
r< 12 ; (2.5)
we have for any u with juj6r:
E[jE[exp(iu MT )jG0]− exp(− 12u   T  u)j]65r2E[khM i −  kT + 2rjxj2 ? T ]:
Proof. The real and imaginary parts of a complex number z will be denoted R z and
I z. For any x 2 R, we consider the functions
1(x) = eix − 1− ix and 2(x) = 1(x) + x
2
2
;
which satisfy for any real x: j1(x)j6 12 jxj2 and j2(x)j6 16 jxj3.
For a u 2 Rd, we consider the characteristic process E(G) of M , Doleans exponential
of the process
G =− 12u  C  u+ 1(u  x)? :
In the sequel, we consider only real numbers u such that juj6r. By hypothesis (2.5),
the properties of 1 and the choice of , we know that the jumps of G are bounded
by a real strictly smaller than 12 since
jGj=
Z 1(u x)(f:g; dx)6Zfjxj62g (u  x)
2
2
(f:g; dx)622juj2< 1
2
: (2.6)
Therefore, the process (exp(iu M)=E(G)) is a (Gt) local martingale (see Jacod and
Shiryaev (1987, p. 89) or Liptser and Shiryaev (1986, p. 200) for instance).
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Considering the principal determination of the logarithm, from the relation
jx − log(1 + x)j6jxj2( 12 − log(1− jxj)) for jxj< 1;
we know that moreoverX
s6:
(log(1 + Gs)−Gs)
6322r4jxj2 ? : (2.7)
Indeed, it suces to see that (2.6) impliesX
s6:
(log(1 + Gs)−Gs)
6X
s6:
jGsj2

1
2
− log(1− jGsj)

6 22r2
1 + 2 log 2
2
X
s6:
jGsj
6
3
2
2r4
X
s6:
Z
fjxj62g
jxj2(fsg; dx)
6
3
2
2r4jxj2 ? :
If we denote
~G = 12u  C  u− 1(u  x)? −
X
s6:
[log(1 + Gs)−Gs] and U =R ~G;
we can write
E(G)−1 = exp ~G and jE(G)j−1 = expU:
Using the martingality of M , we see that
j1 + Gj=
Z
Rd
(eix − ix)(f:g; dx)
= Z
Rd
eix(f:g; dx)
61;
so that the process U is increasing since
jE(G)j= exp

−1
2
u  C  u− (1− cos(u  x))? 
Y
s6:
j1 + Gsj
is decreasing. We can then dene a stopping time  by writing
= inffs>0: Us> 12u   T  u+ 1g:
Let us rst remark that it follows from Jacod and Shiryaev (1987, Theorem I.2:13),
that  is a predictable time: in fact,  is the debut of a predictable random set and this
set contains <=, since U is increasingly predictable. Therefore, since > 0, there exists
a sequence (n) of stopping times such that n < and n "  (Jacod and Shiryaev,
(1987, Theorem I.2:15)).
From these previous remarks, it follows that for any integer n, for any u in Rd, the
stopped local martingale (exp(iu Mn)=E(Gn)) is bounded by expUn6exp( 12 juj2j T j+
1) and is an uniformly integrable martingale.
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We can now come to our estimates, writing
jE [exp(iu MT )jG0]− exp(− 12u   T  u)j6I1 + I2 + I3 (2.8)
with
I1 = jE [exp(iu MT )− exp(iu MnT )jG0]j;
I2 =
E exp(iu MnT )− exp(iu MnT )E(GnT ) exp(− 12u   T  u)
G0 ;
I3 = exp(− 12u   T  u)
E exp(iu MnT )E(GnT ) − 1
G0 :
The term I3 is null by martingality of (exp(iu Mns )=E(Gns )) since M vanishes at 0.
Clearly, the rst term I1 is less than 2P[n <T jG0].
Considering the expectations in (2.8), the only terms left are:
E [jE[exp(iu MT )jG0]− exp(− 12u   T  u)j]62P[n <T ] + I 02 (2.9)
where
I 02 = E[jexp(− 12u   T  u+ ~GT^n)− 1j]:
Let us have a look on I 02. On fn <Tg, the denition of  implies
I 026exp(− 12u   T  u+ UT^n) + 161 + e; (2.10)
whereas on fn>Tg, we remark that
R (− 12u   T  u+ ~GT^n) =− 12u   T  u+ UT61
and deduce the estimate
I 026ej − 12u   T  u+ ~GT j; (2.11)
since we have je z − 1j6jzke zj6ejzj for any z such that R z61.
Then (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) yield for any integer n,
E[jE[exp(iu MT )jG0]− exp(− 12u   T  u)j]
6(3 + e)P[6T ] + eE[j − 12u   T  u+ ~GT j]; (2.12)
by letting n go to innity.
By Markov’s inequality, we get
P[6T ] = P[UT − 12u   T  u>1]6P[j ~GT − 12u   T  uj>1]
6 E[j − 12u   T  u+ ~GT j]
so that we can conclude with (2.12) that
E[jE[exp(iu MT )jG0]− exp(− 12u   T  u)j]6(3 + 2e)E[j − 12u   T  u+ ~GT j]:
When recalling the denitions of 1 and 2, relation (2.7), the boundedness of
the jumps of M and condition (2.5), the last expectation is readily estimated for any
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u, juj6r, by
E
"12u  CT  u− 1(u  x)? T −X
s6T
[log(1 + Gs)−Gs]

#
6E
"
1
2
ju  (hM iT −  T )  uj+ j2(u  x)? T j+
X
s6T
[log(1 + Gs)−Gs]

#
6r2E

1
2
khM i −  kT + 13 rjxj
2 ? T +
3
2
(r)2jxj2 ? T

6r2E

1
2
khM i −  kT + 1312 rjxj
2 ? T

which ends the proof.
The calculus of distances between laws needs very often smoothing inequalities;
among the various results in the known literature, the following one, due to Eberlein
(1989, Lemma 2, p. 230), will give the best estimate in our situation:
Lemma 3. Let us consider three laws of probability ; ;  on Rd; let f; g; h be their
characteristic functions; with h integrable. For any ; %; K > 0; for any borelian set
A; we have
[A]− [A]6 2K
Z
fjuj6%g
jf(u)− g(u)j du+ 4K
Z
fjuj>%g
jh(u)j du
+2
h
juj> 
2
i
+ [juj>K] + [juj>K]:
The following large deviation inequality for d-dimensional gaussian r.v. will suce
to our needs:
Lemma 4. Let G be a normal law Rd; with nondegenerate covariance matrix c. Let
us denote j the eigenvalues of c and R(c) = supj jjj the spectral radius of c. Then;
for any positive %:
G[juj>%]62d exp

− 3%
2
8R(c)

:
Proof. Let us write c=UU−1 where U is orthogonal and  the diagonal matrix of
the positive eigenvalues (j)16j6d of c. By the change of variables v = −1=2U−1u,
we write:
G[juj>%] = (2)−d=2(det c)−1=2
Z
juj>%
exp(− 12u  c−1  u) du
= (2)−d=2
Z
vv>%2
e−1=2jvj
2
dv6(2)−d=2
Z
jvj> %p
R(c)
e−(1=2)jvj
2
dv
6 exp

−3
8
%2
R(c)

(2)−d=2
Z
e−(1=8)jvj
2
dv62d exp

−3
8
%2
R(c)

;
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where the choice of the decomposition jvj2 = j v2 j2 + 34 jvj2 on fjvj>%=
p
R(c)g is purely
arbitrary.
3. Criteria for the estimates
Let us now introduce the various criteria that we will use for our estimates. M=Mc+
x? (− ) is a square integrable Rd-valued martingale dened on (
;F ; F;P); B is a
Rd-valued brownian motion dened on a ltered space may be dierent ( ~
; ~F ; ~F; ~P).
F0 and ~F 0 are both trivial. The variance matrix of B is V= (Vij) = hBi. We denote
W the trace of V which is a deterministically increasing real process.
Since we want to estimate the distance between M and a continuous process, it
seems natural to truncate the jumps of M and to compare the truncated martingale to
B, and the big jumps of M to 0. With this aim in the head, we write for any  2 (0; 1)
to be optimized in the sequel:
M =M

+M where
(
M

=Mc + x5fjxj6g ? ( − );
M = x5fjxj>g ? ( − ):
(3.1)
We then will control the rates of convergence with the following uniform Ky Fan’s
distances:
~ =KU (hM i; hBi);
~ =KU (hMi; hBi);
2 =KU (jxj25fjxj>g ? ; 0):
(3.2)
If moreover M belongs to Mp, i.e. if jxjp ?  is integrable, for a p> 2, we will
consider the Lyapunov’s ratio:
Lp = E[jxjp ? T ]: (3.3)
The following lemma makes a link between those dierent criteria.
Lemma 5. For a martingale M in Mp; p> 2; and a brownian motion B taking their
values in DdT ; for any > 0; we have
(i) 26
1−p=2L1=2p ,
(ii) ~6 ~ + 2
p
d2 .
Proof. For (i), considering any > 0, we get by Markov’s inequality:
P[jxj25fjxj>g ? T>]6P[jxjp5fjxj>g ? T>p−2]6−12−pLp:
The last term is less than  as soon as 1−(p=2)L1=2p is less than , so that (i) follows.
For (ii), let us rst estimate jhMi − hM ij. For i; j = 1; : : : ; d, we have
jhM iij − hMiijj
=
xixj5fjxj>g ? +X
s6
 Z
jxj6
xi(fsg; dx)
Z
jxj6
xj(fsg; dx)
!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6
1
2
24(x2i + x2j )5fjxj>g ? +X
s6:
24 Z
jxj6
xi(fsg; dx)
!2
+
 Z
jxj6
xj(fsg; dx)
!23535
6(x2i + x
2
j )5fjxj>g ? 
for the last line, we used successively the martingality of the Mi’s, Schwarz’s lemma
and the choice of a good version of the compensator  to nd that
X
s6:
 Z
jxj6
xi(fsg; dx)
!2
=
X
s6:
 Z
jxj>
xi(fsg; dx)
!2
6
X
s6:
"Z
jxj>
x2i (fsg; dx) (fsg;Rd)
#
6 x2i 5fjxj>g ? :
The estimate for the Ky Fan’s distance
KU (hMi; hM i)62
p
d2 (3.4)
is valid since
jhM i − hMij26
X
16i; j6d
jhM iij − hMiijj26
X
16i; j6d
[(x2i + x
2
j )5fjxj>g ? ]2
6 2
24 X
16i; j6d
(x2i 5fjxj>g ? )2 +
X
16i; j6d
(x2j 5fjxj>g ? )2
35
6 4d
X
16i6d
(x2i 5fjxj>g ? )264d(jxj25fjxj>g ? )2:
Finally, the result follows from (3.4) and the triangle inequality.
Let us remark that (i) is not optimal for processes with independent increments
since the process jxj25fjxj>g ? T> is deterministic; we have in fact in this case
26
2−pLp.
Those tools enable us to begin now to calculate our estimates.
4. Estimates of the Prokhorov’s distance of M and B
The following theorem is the main result of this paper (see Section 3:2 for notations).
Theorem 6. The Prokhorov’s distance between a square integrable martingale M and
a brownian motion B taking their values in DdT veries for Cd=8
p
d+4d the following
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estimate:
(M;B) = O(e1=(3d+8)jlog ej _ 1=(3d+9)jlog j) for
 = inf
>0
f(Cd2)(3d+9)=(3d+8) _ g:
If the martingale M belongs to Mp; p> 2, then we can write this estimate in
terms of Lyapunov’s ratio Lp dened in (3.3). Recalling Lemma 3:5, we can optimize
the parameter  by choosing  so that  = (4
p
d−(p−2)=2L1=2p )(3d+9)=(3d+8) i.e.  =
L(3d+9)=(p(3d+9)−2)p up to a multiplicative constant. In this case the previous theorem
can be rewritten in the following way.
Corollary 7. The Prokhorov’s distance between a martingale M 2 Mp; p> 2; and
a brownian motion B taking their values in DdT veries the following estimation:
(M;B) = O(e1=(3d+8)jlog ej _ L1=(p(3d+9)−2)p jlog Lpj):
According to the remark following Lemma 5, those rates can easily be improved
if M has independent increments, and a fortiori when applied to the i.i.d. case (see
Section 5 for discussion).
Scheme of the Proof. Since t 7!Wt =TrV(t) is continuous and increasing on [0; T ],
we can dene for any positive integer N the following subdivision of [0; T ]:
0 = t0<t1<   <tN = T where the tk ’s verify Wtk =
k
N
WT : (4.1)
We will somewhat simplify the writing of some expressions by denoting
dk = tk − tk−1; Vk =V(tk); vk =Vk −Vk−1 (4.2)
so that we have Tr vk =WTN−1.
For any process X , X (k) represents the process of the increments dened by
X (k)t = Xtk^(tk−1+t) − Xtk−1 ; (4.3)
whereas X^ is the process obtained by discretization of X on this subdivision, i.e.
X^ t = Xtk if tk6t < tk+1:
Let us x now two real numbers ;  2 (0; 1), the values of which will be optimized
in the sequel. The dierent steps of the proof will be as follows:
(1) we truncate rst the jumps of M and consider the martingale M

with jumps
bounded by 2 dened in (3.1);
(2) we truncate the predictable quadratic variation of M

: since the real process
TrhM i=PjhM;ji is predictable and increasing, we can dene a predictable stop-
ping time  by
 = inffs>0: TrhMis>WT + g (4.4)
and consider the martingale stopped at time :
M; = (M

) ;
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(3) we construct the processes dM; and B^, discretized of M; and B on the subdivision
(4.1);
(4) we then divide our problem in ve successive estimations:
(M;B)6(M;M

) +(M

;M;)
+(M;; dM;) +(dM;; B^) +(B^; B); (4.5)
(5) the proof will be achieved by an optimization of the parameters N; ; ;  to obtain
the \best" rates of convergence as possible.
Remark 1. This scheme is rather like the one of Eberlein and Romersperger (1996) in
the unidimensional case. However, the multidimensional framework necessitates more
steps (e.g. in the one-dimensional situation, there is no need of truncating the quadratic
variation since hMi is increasing).
Estimation of (M;M

). A glance to the nal result suces to see that no sophisti-
cated calculations for this estimate are needed. The following lemma will be sucient.
Lemma 8. If M is a square integrable martingale; then
(M;M

)6(22)
1=3:
Proof. By the Strassen{Dudley’s theorem and (2.3), it suces to estimate the proba-
bility P[kMkT>] for an  2 (0; 1). It follows from Lenglart’s inequality (Jacod and
Shiryaev (1987, I.3.29{32) for instance) that, since the process jMj2 is dominated in
the Lenglart’s sense by the predictable increasing process
P
16j6dhM;ji, we have for
an >2 :
P[kMkT>]6 2 + P
24 X
16j6d
hM;jiT>
35
6

2
+ P
24 X
16j6d
x2j 5fjxjj>g ? T>
35
6

2
+ P[jxj25fjxj>g ? T>]622 :
The last term being less than  when >(2)1=3, the proof is complete with  # 2 .
Estimation of (M

;M;): This estimate is a straightforward consequence of the
Strassen{Dudley’s theorem.
Lemma 9. As soon as
>
p
d e; (A1)
we have for any > 0:
KU (M

;M;)6d−1=2:
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Proof. Since hMi is an increasing process, we can write with (2.4)
P[kM −M;kT >d−1=2]6P[kM −M;kT > 0]6P[TrhMiT>WT + ]
6P[jTr(hMiT −V(T ))j>]
6P[khMi −VkT>d−1=2]
which is less than d−1=2 by the choice of .
Estimation of (B^; B). This estimate follows from an exponential inequality for
continuous martingales.
Lemma 10. As soon as
N>exp( 43dW
−1
T ); (A2)
we have for a brownian motion B with W = TrhBi:
(B^; B)6KU (B; B^)6
p
3dWTN−1=2 log1=2 N:
Proof. Recalling denition (4.3) of B(k), let us write for every ; y> 0 with the
notations of (4.2)
P[kB− B^kT > ]6
X
16k<N
P[kB(k)kdk > ]
6
X
16k<N
X
16j6d
P

kB(k)jkdk >
p
d

6 2d
X
06k<N

exp

− 
2
2dy

+ P[vjjk >y]

by a classical exponential inequality for real continuous processes (Revuz and Yor
(1994, IV.3.16) for instance). Since the functions t 7! Vjj(t) are increasing, choice
(4.1) of the subdivision where vjjk 6WTN
−1 and the previous inequality yields
P[kB− B^kT > ]62dNexp

− N
2
2dWT

:
The choice of =
p
3dWTN−1=2jlogN j1=2 then gives
P[kB− B^kT > ]62dN−1=26
as soon as N is greater than exp( 43dW
−1
T ).
Estimation of (M;; dM;): We adapt the previous lemma to the case of a general
square integrable martingale by using the Fuk{Nagaev’s-type inequality of Lemma 1
of the classical previous one.
Lemma 11. Consider a square integrable martingale M and real numbers ; ;  in
(0; 1). If ;  and the integer N satisfy the conditions:
2e <6WTN−1; N>exp( 49dW−1T ); 162N logN6WT ; (A02)
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then we have the inequality:
(M;; dM;)63pdWTN−1=2 log1=2 N + 2dN:
Proof. It suces to apply Lemma 1 to the martingales M

with jumps bounded
by 2:
P[kcM −MkT > ]6 X
16k<N
X
16j6d
P

k(M(k)) jkdk >
p
d

6 2
X
16k<N
X
16j6d
 
exp
(
−	
 
v
jj
k + 
42
;

2
p
d
!)
+P[hM(k)ijjdk − v
jj
k >]
!
62d(I1 + I2)
where
I1 = N exp

−	

+WTN−1
42
;

2
p
d

;
I2 =
X
16k<N
P[jhM(k)idk − vk j>]
(remark that the function 	(: ; y) is decreasing for every y> 0).
We can easily estimate I2 in function of e:
I26
X
16k<N
P[jhMitk −Vk j+ jhM
itk−1 −Vk−1j>]
6 2NP
h
khMi −VkT > 2
i
6N
by the choice of  greater than 2e.
The properties of 	 (writing 	(x; y) = x’(y=x) with an increasing ’ verifying
’(t)> 13 t
2 for 0<t61:7) makes the following estimate true whenever 6WTN−1:
	

+WTN−1
42
;

2
p
d

>
2
3d(+WTN−1)
>
N2
6dWT
for  smaller than 0:85
p
dWT−1N−1.
Therefore, it suces to take  = 3
p
dWTN−1=2 log1=2 N , which fullls the previous
condition by the hypotheses of the statement, and gives: I162dN−1=26.
Estimation of (dM;; B^). We are now to consider the last estimate, that of the
distance (dM;; B^) between discretized and \suciently regularized" processes. It is
easily seen that the choice =  will not cause any loss of accuracy.
Lemma 12. Consider a square integrable martingale M ; for  2 (0; 1 ^W1=2T ) and
an integer N; choosing = N−(2d+5)=(2d+8)(d+3)=(d+4); under the conditions
p
de <6WT ; N (3d+9)=(d+4)2=(d+4)61;
N 3=(2d+8)(d+3)=(d+4)< 7:8 10−2(11d+ 7)−1=2; (A3)
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then we have for a constant C the inequality
(dM;; bB)6CN (2d+5)=(2d+8)1=(d+4)jlog(N (2d+5)=(2d+8)1=(d+4))j:
Proof. The key of the calculus is the construction of \good" versions of these processes
on a common probability space and relies on a theorem due to Romersperger.
Let us recall that M is dened on (
;F ; F;P) and B on (e
; eF ;eF; eP). The fol-
lowing lemma is nothing else than a rewriting of the Romersperger’s theorem (1996,
Theorem 2).
Lemma 13. Let us consider two adapted sequences (Vk) and (Zk) of r.v. on (
;F ;
F;P) taking their values in two Polish spaces (Rk; dk) and (R0k ; d0k); let us denote
Xk = B(k)dk . If we can nd measurable functions bk from Sk =
Q
16j6k−1 Rj Q
16j6k−1 R
0
j to [0; 1] and aR+- valued sequence (k) satisfying for any y 2 Sk ; k 2 N:
(k ;L(Xk);L(Zk j((Vj)j6k−1; (Zj)j6k−1) = y))6bk(y)
(recall (2:1) for the denition of ); then there exist adapted sequences (eVk)
and (eZk) of r.v. on (e
; eF ;eF; eP) satisfying L((eVk; eZk)k) =L((Vk; Zk)k) such that for
each keP[d0k(Xk; eZk)>k ]6E[bk((Vj)j6k−1; (Zj)j6k−1)]:
Actually, the conditions of Romersperger (1996) Theorem 2, are fullled by the
P.I.I. properties of B. With the same notations as in the statement in Romersperger
(1996), the existence of the Uk ’s, which guarantee that the space is rich enough, is
ensured by considering the r.v. jB(k)dk =2j, since B is a continuous PII.
Let us briey describe how this lemma furnishes us the wanted versions of our pro-
cesses by a scheme analogous to that in Eberlein (1996), the Romersperger’s theorem
applying both to uni and multidimensional cases. However, as already mentioned, the
techniques of estimations in the real case cannot be extended straightforwardly to the
general situation and need renements.
In the previous lemma, we take Vk=(M
;
t )tk−16t6tk and Zk=M
;(k)dk with values,
respectively, in the Polish spaces Rk =DdT ([tk−1; tk ]) and R0k =Rd. Consequently, if we
can nd a measurable function b and a positive  verifying for any k 2 N and y in
D([0; tk−1]):
(;L(B(k)dk );L(M
;(k)dk j(M;t )t6tk−1 = y))6b(y);
then Lemma 13 ensures the existence of a process eM with the same law as M; and
such that:eP[j eM (k)dk − B(k)dk j>]6E[b((M;t )t6tk−1 )]:
Since the discretized process bM of eM has the same law as dM;, those inequalities
will give us an estimation of the distance KU ( bM; bB). Our problem is by this way
reduced to an estimate of a distance between d-dimensional r.v.:
(;N(vk);L(M;(k)dk j(M;t )t6tk−1 = y));
where N(vk) is the centered normal law with variance vk .
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Let us x positive numbers K; ; %; > 0 and use the smoothing inequality of
Lemma 3 with the following laws:
 =N(vk); =L(M;(k)dk j(M;t )t6tk−1 = y) and =N(I):
Since the spectral radius of each vk is smaller than their trace equal to WTN−1,
Lemmas 4 and 3 imply for any > 0:
(;N(vk);L(M;(k)dk j(M;t )t6tk−1 = y))6b(y);
where b is the measurable function dened by
b(y) =
2K

Z
fjuj6%g
Z
Rd
(e−(1=2)uvk u−eitu)P[M;(k)dk 2 dtj(M;t )t6tk−1 =y]
du
+d(K; N; ; %; )
with
d(K; N; ; %; ) = 2(3d+4)=2(d=2)−1K−d=2 exp(− 38 %2) + 2d+1 exp(− 332 2−1)
+2d exp
(− 38 K2−1+ 2d exp− 38WT K2N

: (4.6)
Lemma 13 then ensures the existence of a process eM satisfying
eP[jB(k)dk − eM (k)dk j>]6E[b(M;tk−1 )]62 K k(%) + d(K; N; ; %; );
where
 k(%) =
Z
fjuj6%g
E
E exp−12 u  vk  u

− exp(iu M;(k)dk )
Ftk−1
#
du:
(4.7)
This result allows us to estimate now the distance between the discretized processesbM and bB of eM and B.
Let us denote in the sequel
= jlog j for an  2 (0; e−1)
and choose  and % verifying
%< 12 : (B1)
A trivial estimate of the integral in (4.7) together with Lemma 2 yields under the
previous condition
 k(%)65 2d%d+2I1(k) + 5 2d+1%d+3I2(k); (4.8)
where we wrote, denoting ; the predictable compensator of the jump measure
of M;:
I1(k) = E[khM;(k)i − vkkdk ] and I2(k) = E
"Z tk
tk−1
Z
Rd
jxj2;(ds; dx)
#
:
Let us consider the rst expectation I1(k), choosing  and  verifying the condition
= >
p
de: (B2)
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Recalling denition (4.4) of  and Lemma 9, we get
P[khM;i −VkT>]6P[khMi −VkT>] + P[ <T ]6+ d−1=262:
(4.9)
Since W is increasing, inequality (2.4) and the denition of  give for any t6T
khM;i −VkT6khM;ikT + kVkT6
p
d(2WT + + 42)67
p
dWT
under the stronger conditions
p
de <6WT ; 26WT : (B02)
Finally, I1(k) can be estimated in the following way, remembering (4.9) for the last
step:
I1(k) = E[khM;(k)i − vkkdk ]62E[khM;i −VkT ]
6 2P[khM;i −VkT6] + 2E[khM;i −VkT5fkhM; i−VkT>g]
6 2+ 14
p
dWTP[khM;i −VkT >]6(28
p
dWT + 2): (4.10)
Let us now turn to the term I2(k) in (4.8). First we notice that E[jxj2 ? ;T ] is
smaller than E[TrhM;iT ] so that we have under condition (B02:)X
16k6N
I2(k) = E[jxj2 ? ;T ]6Wt + + 4266WT : (4.11)
This result together with (4.8) and (4.10), yields under conditions (B1) and (B02):X
16k6N
 k(%)65 2d+1(14
p
dWT + 1)N%d+2 + 15 2d+2WT%d+3: (4.12)
We can nally see that the so-built process eM veried by (4.7), (4.12) under (B02)
with a rather rough estimate since we do not know any \good" property of eM :
eP[k bM − bBkT>]6 X
16k6N
eP h eM (k)dk − B(k)dk > N i
6C1KN%d+2 + C2K%d+3 + Nd (K; N; =N; %; ) (4.13)
for the constants: C1 = 5 2d+2−1(14
p
dWT + 1) and C2 = 15 2d+3−1WT .
A look at every term in this expression leads for any  to the following values:
= −1; %= C3N−1;  = C4%−2; K = C5N−1=21=2;
where the constants can be for instance chosen in such a way
C4 = 11d+ 7; C23 = 41C4; C5 =
p
11WT _ 0:5:
This choice optimizes the estimate under the conditions
N2−261; N−1< (2C3)−1;
the rst one is only technical and will not cause any constraint in the sequel whereas
the last one is equivalent to (B1). One can actually verify that those choices imply that
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Nd(K; N; =N; %; ) is smaller than C7 and therefore that (4.13) is
written aseP[k bM − bBkT>]6C6Nd+(5=2)−d−3d+(7=2) + C7
for some easy to compute constants C6 and C7. The right-hand term is smaller than
(C6 + C7) if we choose  solution of
−1 = N (2d+5)=(2d+8)1=(d+4)
for N and  verifying the conditions (A3) of the statement, so that our lemma is
proved.
Recapitulation and end of the proof of Theorem 6. In the sequel, C will denote a
constant, possibly dependent in d and WT , the value of which can vary from place to
place.
Writing for some n> 0 to be optimized
N = −n and l= jlog j;
reporting the value  = N−(2d+5)=2(d+4)(d+3)=(d+4), and considering Lemmas 8{12, we
write decomposition (4.5) in the following form:
(M;B)6C((2)
1=3 + (2d+6+n(2d+5))=2(d+4) + n1=2n=2l1=2 + (2d+6−3n)=2(d+4)
+(2−n(2d+5))=(2d+8)jlog((2−n(2d+5))=(2d+8))j) (4.14)
under conditions (A1), (A02), (A3) which can be written as:
(2 _
p
d)e <(2d+6+n(2d+5))=(2d+8)
for < e−2d(d+3), provided that n is smaller than minf(2d+ 6)=3; 2; 2=(3d+ 9)g.
It follows that best rates will occur with n = 2=(3d + 9), value which yields:
= (3d+8)=(3d+9), so that (4.14) with Lemma 5(ii) can be written as
(M;B)6C1=(3d+9)l if (2 +
p
d)(e + 2pd2)<(3d+8)=(3d+9)
as soon as  is small enough. The theorem is therefore proved by optimizing .
5. Some remarks and comments
The result of Theorem 6 is still far from optimality since the rates obtained in
this way in the i.i.d. case are up to a logarithmic factor in O(n−r(d;p)) for r(d; p) =
(p−2)=((6d+18)p−6d−20) for r.v. with p-moments and r(d; p)=1=(6d+18) if the
r.v. are bounded. However, they extend the real results of Eberlein and Romersperger
with comparable rates and they improve previous known multidimensional results.
We have also to insist on another problem: the order of the rates, and not only the
constants, depend on the dimension d, contrarily to the already mentioned results of
Zaitsev for sums of independent r.v.. The question to know whether this dependence
is unavoidable for martingales or whether there exists conditions (on the covariance
matrix for instance) under which it does not occur, is open.
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We will end with some comparisons with previous results in martingale situations.
We have already mentioned many results using the Berkes{Philipp’s theorem (Morrow
and Philipp, 1982; Monrad and Philipp, 1991); a natural question is: \what improve-
ment did we get in the continuous time case here by using Romersperger’s result?".
We give here below a rapid answer, using the same decomposition (4.5), and modify-
ing only Lemma 12 for the estimation of (dM;; bB). If we apply now the Theorem 1
in Berkes and Philipp (1979) to the sequence (M;(k)dk ) and to the laws N(vk), the
existence of a sequence of independent r.v. (Zk)k2N with laws N(vk) such that
KU (M;(k)dk ; Zk)6C(%
−1 log %+ A1=2k %
d + exp (−CN%2))
for a %> 108d is guaranteed with Ak = C%2 + C%3E[
R tk
tk−1
R
Rd jxj2;(ds; dx)]. We
can, by this way construct a process Y by summing the Zj, such that Y and B^ have
the same law. After optimization by taking % = N 3=2 and  = N 1=2, those estimates
together with (4.11) give for N great enough:
(dM;; B^)6C(N−1=2 logN + N (6d+11)=41=2 + N−1=2):
The end of the optimization is similar to that of Theorem 6, with the previous
inequality instead of that in Lemma 12. With N = −2=(6d+13) and = (6d+12)=(6d+13),
one can easily obtain the following estimate:
(M;B) = O(1=(6d+13)jlog j) for  = inf
>0
f( ~)
(6d+13)
(6d+12) _ g
with the additional constraint that  has to be smaller than (108d)−(6d+13)=3.
The problem of this result is two-fold. First, it applies for very small values of the
parameters; this is the consequence of the condition %> 108d of the Berkes{Philipp’s
theorem. Second, it is less accurate than the result of Theorem 6, leading for instance
in the bounded i.i.d. case to estimates in n−1=(12d+26) log n instead of n−1=(6d+18) log n
(the loss of accuracy increasing fast with the dimension).
However, in both cases, the order of the rates depends on the dimension d. One can
notice that this dimension-dependence is smaller for d>2 with our continuous time
results than that given in the discrete time situation by Berkes and Philipp, who men-
tioned n−1=(80d) in the i.i.d. case of r.v. with third order moments instead of n−1=(12d+34)
here. But whatever the point of view we choose, it is obvious that these rates are quite
unsatisfactory: a detailed reading of the previous calculations shows that the core of the
diculty relies on the bad accuracy of the estimations of the distance of the discretized
processes.
An alternative way is to use another distance allowing the use of the unidimensional
results. Such a solution is presented in Courbot (to appear): a distance ~ is dened
for processes on DdT as a supremum of unidimensional Prokhorov’s distance between
\scalar products" of the processes with deterministic processes. The rates under ~
are the same as those for real martingales under  cited in (1.1) and, therefore, are
not dimension-dependent. Unfortunately, the problem of the comparability of the two
distances is not completely solved.
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